
DAY 3 QGIS TUTORIAL
For Nigeria Data

QGIS 2.18.18 - Windows



BEFORE WE START...

Today the tutorial will show data from Nigeria and 
you will be asked to perform the same operations 
with Brazilian data.

Sometimes steps are going to be exactly the 
same, others can be slightly different.



Open the necessary .tiff 
files by dragging and 

dropping or by clicking 
on the Import Raster 

button



Here is the first 
file from 
Nigeria 



Here is the 
second file 

from Nigeria 



Open raster properties 
to change its color 

scheme.

Do it for both rasters.



Load min/max values 
so you see your data 

range

These are not the 
raster min and max 

value



These are the 
min/max values



1.Change render 
type to pseudocolor

2.Set min/max 
values

3.Choose a color1.Change to Equal 
Interval

2. 4 Classes



Change transparency 
level ONLY for the 

most recent raster (in 
this case 2011)



Change transparency 
level ONLY for the most 

recent raster (in this 
case 2011).

Set 50% and press OK



New colors 
applied to 

rasters 



Open the Raster 
Calculator



Specify a 
folder/name for 
your new layer

Use the calculator 
to create this 
subtraction



OBS

If youa look at the last image again you are going to see that 
the two rasters do not overlap perfectly (there is a box close 
to the overlap area). Because of that we need to “resample” 
them. If we want to look to a specific polygon in the area 
where the rasters overlap we could clip the two rasters to the 
boundaries of the polygon.

If the exercise rasters overlap you don’t need to perform this 
operation.



Open resampling function
SAGA → Raster tools → Resampling



Select the layer

Click in the little box



Choose “select extent on canvas”



Select an area within 
the overlap area



Cop this number. You 
are going to use the 
same extent to the 
other raster layer



FIT: cells

TARGET SYSTEM: same as 
your input layer

RESAMPLING METHOD: 
nearest neighbour

Press run



Here is the 2011 raster 
only for the selected 

area.

Do the same for 2005 
using the extent 

numbers you’ve just 
copied



Open raster difference function
SAGA → Raster calculus → Raster difference



Choose input A and B

RESAMPLING 
METHOD: nearest 
neighbour



Here is the 
difference raster









Open this layer’s 
raster properties and 
adjust its color as you 
did for the first layer 

imported.

This time choose a 
‘diverging’ colour 

scheme with 7 colour 
classes



Import the 
necessary 

shapefile (vector) 



Open zonal statistics function





Reproject vector (shapefile) layer to 
match raster projection



Open zonal statistics function again



Choose proper inputs/values and run



Open zonal 
attribute table to 

see the result



Results are in the last columns of the 
data table



By selecting a  line you filter to that region 
(ETI-OSA)



The selected 
region is 

highlighted



You can save as 
a new shapefile, 

that now has 
some information 
that came from 
the raster layers



Here is the new 
shapefile



Open clip raster with polygon  function 
again



Choose appropriate parameters and 
click run



Here is the 
clipped raster



Change the 
clipped raster 

style to the 
same style we 

were using 
before



Here is the final 
result


